COMMON COURSE OUTLINE: Course discipline/number/title: CRJU 1205: Intro to Private Security

A. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
1. Credits: 3
2. Hours/Week: 3
3. Prerequisites (Course discipline/number): None
4. Co-requisites (Course discipline/number): None
5. MnTC Goals (if any): NA

This course will cover major topics that include the history and evolution of private security, basic security goals and responsibilities, challenges facing security, security systems. RECOMMENDED ENTRY SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE: College level reading and writing.

B. DATE LAST REVISED (Month, year): September, 2011

C. OUTLINE OF MAJOR CONTENT AREAS:
1. Evolution of private investigator and private security
2. Overview of Private Security/Investigator
3. Overview of Protective agent
4. Legal authority and liability issues
5. Communications
6. Ethics
7. Incident/situational assessment and emergency response
8. MN statute and administrative rules
9. Data Privacy and invasion of privacy issues

D. LEARNING OUTCOMES (GENERAL): The student will be able to:
1. Satisfy the learning objectives as set forth by the State of Minnesota Board of Private Detective and Protective Agent Services for pre-assignment training.

E. LEARNING OUTCOMES (MNTC): NA

F. METHODS FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT LEARNING:
1. Objective tests
2. Essay tests
3. Written assignments

G. RCTC CORE OUTCOME(S) ADDRESSED:

- Communication
- Critical Thinking
- Global Awareness/Diversity

- Civic Responsibility
- Personal/Professional Accountability
- Aesthetic Response

H. SPECIAL INFORMATION (if any): None